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Abstract 

The concern of this thesis has been on the wood-wind musical instruments of 

D'irasha society in general with great emphasis on one, locally termed as Fila in 

particular. The undertaking, investigates the traditional wood-wind musical 

instruments within their cultural contexts with the aim of demonstrating their 

significance in the social and cultural lives of the society members and, thereby, to 

draw a fuller picture of the society and its overall cultural settings in the constantly 

changing situations. The research shows that the music and dances of J)'irasha as not 

a mere means of expressing joy or grief, nor as just a means of er.tertainment. They 

have other roles that are beyond these mundane functions. The main research 

question centre on the how of the woodwind musical instruments are prepared and 

played and more specifically, on how the Fila, one of the major wood-wind musical 

instruments of the D'irasha, is made and put into uses. The Fila, manifesting 

diatonic and diminished scales features as unique or quite uncommon as compared 

to the other traditional musical instruments of Ethiopia is an intriguing one. Hence, 

as the results show, there has been urgent need of extensive research by experts in 

the field on the traditional musical instruments of the country. 

Moreover, due to the power of the media and the natural influence of the music of 

one community on that of the others in the country, many of the less widely known 

I traditional musical instruments and their music are undergoing changes to the point 

where the initial forms and features may become unrecognizable after a time, or 

disappear from the scene altogether. Generally, the results imply the need for and 

urgency of studies on the country's diverse traditional musical instruments and 

documentation along with the musical productions and other relevant data as fully as 

possible. 
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The preservation of such traditional musical instruments could serve as the means 

for further cultural development especially in the field of music or in the, enrichment 

of the musical culture of the country. 
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I. Glossary 
1.1 Local terms 

Term meaning 

Ambassel tunes of Ethiopian music 

Ampa a major cluster formed in each clan of relatives on the father 's side 

Anchi hoye tunes of Ethiopi an music 

Arfaita deals with the society 's legal affairs 

Argamayta one of the clan found in D 'irasha 

Bati tunes of Ethiopian music 

D'amma political and spiritual leader of the society 

Dahala type of marriage that the young brother marries the wife of the deceased brother 

Dirayatat name of the D'irasha language 

Dita well known traditional dance 

Fila I. The name of the first D'amma of the Titipa family 

Fitita 

Gagaku 

Gardulla 

Geishas 

vidole 

I-la'csita 

Ha'cta 

Halakasha 

Hampupa 

Haweda 

IIayesu ho hayesu 

Hella 

Hichi riki 

Hola 

Hoyisa 

Kaffa 

Kak uki 

Kalayt 

Kansit 

2. The name of the 24 set of wind instrument made of bamboo 

the last four set of Fil a 

Japanese ancient court music 

hills found in D' irasha 

Japanese trad itional string instrument 

capital of the D' irasha 

a place which the body of the I)'amma or hi s wife taken away when they died 

the name given to the D'ammas spouse 

songs lhat is sung to honor the D'amm(\ 

wind instrument made of a fruit plant called Hampupa 

craftsman 

songs for travelers to keep up the spirits of travelers 

formation of groups based on a graded age system 

Japanese traditional short bamboo double reed pipe 

song that is sung to express sorrow and grief 

songs that is sung to honor the D'amma 

the name of the nine clans ofD'irasha 

Japanese perFormances of a popular music theater 

one of the clan fo und in D' irashe 

one of the clan fou nd in D'irusha 
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Karchit 

Karit 

Kasanila 

Kassa 

Ketaya 

Kirar 

Kitte 

Kolayt 

Koto 

Koyema 

KlI llItata 

Kussume 

L' ha 

Lad'ayo 

Lashapa 

Le'uta 

Lema 

Loleta 

Losha 

Malyt 

Mashole 

Masinko 

Maw 

Mayra 

Mossiye 

Ora mana 

group 

Partnal 

Pelepesheka 

Pipa 

Poldas 

Shamisen 

Sheng 

one of the clan found in D' irashe 

one of the clan found in D' irashe 

the name of the first three set of Fila 

wind instrument made of a horn of a buffalo 

one of the clan found in D'irashe 

Ethiopian traditional string instrument 

the first reformer of the totem and leader of the Argamayata clan 

one of the clan found in D' irashe 

Japanese traditional instrument, a zither with thirteen si lk or nylon strings 

evil eyed 

wind instrument made of bamboo and has four small openings on the sides 

one of ethnic group found in D 'irasha 

the song that is sung to express sorrow and grief 

non-members of any unit 

songs for travelers to keep up the spirits of travelers 

traditional performance that is performed in Fila orchestra 

the notion makes the parents and their offspring as central 

D'irasha traditional wind instrument made from animal horn or li'om wood 

songs for travelers to keep lip the spirits of travelers 

one of the clan found in D 'irashe 

Olle of the ethnic group found in D 'irashe 

Ethiopian traditional string instrument 

ancestral root that all the nine clans ofD'irasha comes from 

set of six wood wind instrument tied lip together in a row and made 01' a qerkeha 

one of the ethnic group found in D ' irasha 

the notion to include those who dwell together and are closely associated with this core 

a small branch of a tree 

the song that is sung to express sorrow and grief 

Chinese ancient string instrument 

a body having the authority of d istributing land among the people 

Japanese traditional long naked musical instrument 

Chinese traditional wind instrument (a mouth organ) 
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Sho 

Singspiele 

Tapala 

Tarba 

Teha 

Tikota 

Tirnba 

Tizita 

Toha 

Tontoha 

Urtat 

Waga 

Walalet 

Walayita 

Wallata 

Washint 

Wasosa 

WczClOra 

a set of seventeen bamboo pipes in a wind chest found in Japan. 

folk songs written for eighteen century by the German people 

name of trad itional songs and dances playing in shengo 

D ' irasha wind instrument prepared from a horn of Oryx or antelope or goat's horn 

the first reformer of the totem and leader of the karchit clan 

name of the gift that is given to the D'amma 

traditional drum 

tunes of Ethiopians music 

well known traditional dance 

other name of kasanita 

nOI1- D' i rasha 

song that is sung to express sorrow and grief 

traditionally made cloth used for covering the body of the D 'amma or his spouse for burial 

well known traditional dances 

gra ve diggers 

Ethiopian known traditional wind instrument 

song that is sung in moment of joys and happiness 

song that is sung for moment or occasion determined by singers themselves 

1.2 Key conceptual Terms 

Concept 

Accent 

Beat 

Chromatic scale 

Diatonic scale 

Diminished scale 

Folk music 

Ethnomusicology 

Harmony 

Major scale 

meaning 

Strong sound 

basic rhythmic pulse of music 

twelve consecuti ve half steps 

having seven tones 

having nine tone 

usua lly music of unknown, origin, transmitted orally, and enj oyed by the 

general population 

study of the music of specific culture 

simultaneous sounding of two or more different tones 

ascending pattern of steps as follows;- whole, whole, hall', whole, 

whole, whole, hal f 
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Melody 

Minor scale 

Natural - sign 

Octave 

Pentatonic scale 

Pitch 

Quarter tone 

Rhythm 

Scale 

Sharp 

Staff 

Syncopation 

Tempo 

Triple meter 

Tone 

Measure (bar) 

I 

\ 

meaningful succession of pitches 

ascending pattern of steps as fo llows;- whole, half, whole, whole, 

whole, half, whole 

interval of an eight, as from C to C 

five-note scale 

highness or lowness of a sound 

interval halfway between half steps 

arrangement of time in music 

ascending or descending pattern of half steps, whole steps, or both 

Sig,l( II) indicating that a tone is to be performed one-half step higher 

than notated 

five lines and four spaces on which music is notated 

occurrence of accents in unexpected places 

rate of speed at which a musical piece is performed 

three beat per measure 

sound with specific pitch, produced by a constant rate of vibration of the 

sound producing medium. 

is a unit containing a number of beats. 

(Ferris, Jean. 2003. Music: the arts of li stening). 
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1. Chapter One: Back ground description of D'irasha society 

The Southern nations, Nationalities & Peoples Region (or SNNPR for shOlt) is located in the Southern 

and South Western part of Ethiopia. The Region borders with Kenya on its South , South Sudan in the 

Southwest, Gambela Region in the N0I1hwest, and, the Oromiya Region borders it on its Northern, 

Northeastern and Eastern sides. The Region is a multinational one. It consists of about 56 ethnic 

groups inhabiting closely together, each with its own distinct language, culture, beliefs, traditions, 

rituals, values, norms and soc ial identities. Their varied languages fall under the four language 

families, namely, the Omotic, Cushitic, Nilo-Sahara and Semitic super language families. Among 

these ethnic groups, those who are Omotic and Cushitic language speakers are the most populous and 

quite diversi Fied and, they inhabit the largest land area of the Region. Based on ethnic and linguistic 

identities (affinities), the Region is at present divided into 13 zones (further sub-divided into 126 

Woredas (sub-districts) and 8 special Woredas one of thelll is D'irashe. 

D'irashe special Woreda borders with Gamo GoFa on its North and West, wi th Konso special Woredq 

and South Omo Zone to its South and West, and wi th Amaro special Woreda to its East. (Minis ter, 

Culture & Tourism 2010:201). 

D'irashe .Ipecial Woreda (District) is situated on 37° 30· East longitude and 5° 30· North latitude, and, 

li es on a temlin whose altitudes range from 1120 to 2561 meters above sea level (Minister of Culture 

and Tourism 2010:201) with has a land area of 153,300 hectares (Hansemo 2000: 17). The climatic 

conditions are of three types, depending on their altitudes above sea level , and, the land areas known 

as Dega (highland), Woinadaga (middle level altitUde), Qolla (lowland); (llansemo 2000: 17; Minister, 

Culture & Tourism 2010:201). 

The Dega constitutes 23% of the Woreda land with the highest altitude and the coldest, while the 

Q'olla (42%) is the hottest plain area with the lowest altitude of the three. Between the two comes the 

Woilldaga (35 %) which is of medium altitude and ·temperate in c limatic conditions which is the main 

farming zone (Hansemo 2000: 17) . 



1.1 Economic bases 

D'irasha society is an agricultural one. Its economic activities are mainly devoted to agricultural 

production . They produce grains like com, teff, sorghum, barely, maize and different horticultura l 

plants. 

In addition to these, they produce coffee, guesho (a main ingredient for making an indigenous drink) 

and Chat are produced mainly as cash crops. Sorghum is the main crop used as a staple food among 

the J)'irasha. (Hansemo 2000:54). The J)'irasha society has its own distinct or identifiable tradition, 

language and culture, located, as indicated above, in the Southern Ethiopian Nations, Nationa lities and 

Peoples' Region. Four nationalities, (or ethnic groups) the D' irasha, (the largest in population, i.e. 

68,059, Hansemo, 2010: 9), Kussume, Moseye and Mashole inhabit the D'irashe special Woreda 

situated between Woito and Segon rivers. Before D'irashe became a special Woreda (District) there 

was a fifth nationality ethnic group called Ala, which has now separated itself from these four and is 

now in a different sub-district. (Ministry of Culture and Tourism Office, Gidole 2003). 

Gidole, the capital of D'irashe Woreda, is located 330 km. (328 km. Hansemo, 2010: 9) from 

Hawassa, the Region ' s present capital city, and, 55 km. from Arbaminch, the former capital city of the 

region and 550 km. from, Addis Ababa. (Gidole Woreda bureau of Culture and Tourism 2010: 201). 

According to Central Statistics Agency, (CSA 2008:320), the population of the woreda is estimated 

67707. Based on the estimation, J)'irasha population numbers 30081, of Mosey 19698, Kussume 7470 

and Mashole about 10458. Gidole town serves as a base to visit thc cultural bounties of the different 

nationalities living in the D'irashe special Woreda. 

According to Hansemo, the terms D'irashe and D'irasha should be employed with care because they 

do connote two different things. He says, the members of the ethnic group refer to themselves 

as"D'irasha" and the area they inhabit as"D'irashc". (Hansemo 2000: 10). 
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Source: Gidole Culture and Tourism Bureau 2001, Map of D'irasha Woreda(district) 

Although these different ethnic groups live together as a geographical unit and interact closely, each 

with its own language of Cushitic varieties and di stinct cultures . The Woreda manifests di verse natural 

(forest, hot springs ... ) and c ultural assets representing the four nationalities. T he languages of these 

ethnic groups are Cushitic. 

Of all the traditional woodwi nd musical instruments, the set of instruments the D'irasha call "Fila" 

reflect their own unique structures (forms) and types that are quite different from other musical 

instruments known generally as washillt found in many parts of the country, and, refelTed to as the 

Ethiopian Flute. 
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1.2 History 

In Hansemo's research of the soc iety' s origin, he points out that, there are two oral traditions tracing 

the origin of D'irasha society. Oral tradition reveals that out of the nine clans of the D'irasha, three of 

them, namely, Kolayat, Argamayata and Kalayat, came from Liben while the other two, Malyt and 

Kansit, originate from Borena. However, nothing is told about the origins of the three; namely, 

Kataya, Karyt and Karchyt. (I-Iansemo 2000:39-40). 

As to him, all the nine clans come from the same ancestral root; they arc the descendants of Mato. 

Groups of the numerous members of that family or group came for its own reasons, and , by different 

routes and times from Konso. "Titipa" of D'irashe and "Kal la" of Konso were the sons of "MalO" . 

These two make their way through Borena (Iiben) and arrive at Konso. But, later on 'Titipa" depaJts 

from Konso and reac hes D'irashe (Hansemo 2000:39) . Then he further states at length as follows : 

"Kalla" and "Titipa" were vying with each other for control of the place and its resources fo r their 

respective group. Tresolve their connict the y agreed wi th each other to let the Lalld l decide who 

should go and should stay. This was to be determined by the two calling the name of the Land one 

after another, and, he to whom the Land judged on was legible to settle and the other to go out of the 

land with hi s dependants . According to the mythic story, the land told the truth in favor of Ka ll a who 

remained there with hi s family whcn Titipa went out of the country leading his family and dependants. 

Then, after sojourning in different places for some years, Titipa's family and its descendants finally 

reached j) ' irashe and settled there. (lIansemo 2000:39). The myth also goes on to narrate about one of 

the D'ammas of the T itipa ramily call ed "Fila". Fila was the first j)'amma of the Titipa family. After 

their arriva l in D'irashe land, I'ila takes the road to the highlands and finally came to the hill s cal led 

Tillilo (Garadulla) (Hansemo 2000:39). 

When we see the historical relationship among the J)'irashe, the Konso, and the Borena, it seems that 

there is a basis for the existence of the similarity in the kinship systems of tllese groups. One of these 

is their all havin g nine clans. Moreover, the Konso and the j) ' irasha share simi lar clan names like 

I This is cultural expression meaning 'let the land we li ve injudge on the truth ." 
4 
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Argamayata. The other point is that their kinship system that allows marri age onl y between different 

clans (Hansemo 2000: 37) 

The language of the D'irasha society is "Dirayatat." (Hansemo 2000:38). Thi s being so, the local 

people al so communicate in Amhmic or Oromiffa as lingua franca . Thus, in the ir everyday social 

intercourse, thepeople in addition to Dirayatat communicate with one another in Amharic , the medium 

of instruction in their educational system as well, and Oromiffa languages. 

1.3 Social organization 

The D ' irasha call their clan "KaFra". A Kaffa constitutes of several " Ampali" whose members ha ve 

ancestral (blood) ti cs and have the same totem (a tribal symbol, orten having ri tual associations) . The 

nine clans that form the D ' irasha are Kalayat, Argamayata, i\.elayta, Malyt, Kansit, Kolayt, Karchyt, 

Karyt and Kata y. 

D ' irasha means holdi ng of these di fferent independent nine clans as conglobe group (Hansemo 

2000:64,40). In all of the clans, it is the oldest son who inherits hi s father 's property and estates. 

The formation of fami ly among the D'irasha has several levels. 

The notion of famil y appears to base on blood ties on the one hand and the li ', ing together in the same 

dwelling on the other. The terms Lema and ora mall a both convey the notion of famil y. The first 

makes the parents and their offspring as central. It refers to the notion of the nuclear family. The 

second term extends the notion to include those who dwell together and are close ly associated with 

thi s core group. The other mem bers of thi s ora malla type of family have ties to the core group of 

either blood or marital relations. In the formati on of social units, the first level is the "Le ma" which 

consists of the parents and their offspring; that is, a nuc lear family. The second level is the "Ampa" 

which is considered as a major cluster formed in each clan of relatives on the father' s side. An Ampa is 

a social group formed by the c lose associ ation of a number of extended fami li es on the father's line of 

relations. Since it is patriarchal , relatives on the mother's side are not seen as part of the Ampa. The 

third level that is also the largest unit is the "KaJfa", the c lan , which_consists of several ampas. The 

fourth level is "Lad' ayo" meaning non-members of any unit when the fifth level has been "Urtat" 

5 



implying non-D ' irashe member. Besides, there is also a level called "OITamana" referring to those 

who dwell in compounds without any clear ties to the other members of families in the compounds 

(Hansemo 2000:64-68) 

Among the many aspects of D'irasha social organization, one of them is the formation of groups based 

on a age-grade system known as /-lelia (Hansemo 2000:41). Thi s, according to Hansemo, there were 

nine "Bellas" with their identification names. This age- grading system of the tribe is different from 

those of Kosno and the Gada system of the Oromo. 

Another distinct unique feature of the J)'irasha social organization is a totem assigned to each clan. 

For instance, the Argamayata clan has the "sun," and the totem for their first leader called "Kitle". The 

Karchyt clan, whose totem and leader was "Tehe", symbolizing half a man and a gourd (Bansemo 

2000:67). The following table shows totemic objects by clans. 

Table 1: Totemic objects believed by c1mls 

-- Clans name Remarks 

--

D'irashc Kussumc Mosye Masho!e KOllSO 

Kalayat Sawdat Kalayta Sawdata Scwdata lion/ti ger 

Argamayata Aekayta Aelayta Aelayta Aelayta Sun 

Aclayta ------------- Kansita Tiksayta Tckemalctu Goat/pig 

Kansit Argamayta Kalayte Kalayat Atgalllayta 

Karyt Tonegolala Argamayta Otaya Phsanta Dog/hyena/donkey 

Malyt Malyt Karyt Karyt Maheleta sheen/snake/monkey 

Karchyl Enshal ya t Maleta Malyt Enshalyta Gourd 

Kataya Keret ila Enshalayta Enshalayta Kertala Kidney 

Kolayt 'rcgcsaytn Kelaya kertita Tegsayta cow/mouse 

6 
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Ali d ans of the D'irasha have their own leaders with great role in the society. The leader is bel ieved as 

the a~ent for good things 'or as di vine power with somehow defi nite duty and rp.sponsibility. 

1.4 'fraditional institutions 

D ' iJ'as ha society has a traditional system of admin istration headed by a leader known as the D 'amma. 

'['he D 'ammas manages D' irasha society's affaires. Traditionall y, the spiritual and poli ti cal powers 

have intimate re lati ons. The base of political power is the spiritual powcr that the leader supposed to 

be invested with . (Hansemo 2000:47). The term "D'amma" is a title given to the political and spiritual 

leader of the socicty. 

A.s be li eved the D'amma has the power to bring rain and all the good rainy seasons. The people 

bdieved that thi s entitl es him to receive all sorts of girts from the people. There are no standards set as 

towho pays what. The gi ft presenter himself dec ided the amount or the type of the gift that he should 

oWer to the O' amma. In fact, th is depends on the material wea lth of the individua l, even though, the 

n'a mma obtains all sorts of gift. 

lhese include agricu ltural produce, like sorghum , corn and other grains. Some of the be li evers also 

~ing to him animals : cows and oxen as gifts. This enables the D ' amma to be economica ll y more 

p'osperous and we ll off than the majority of hi s people. "Tikola" is the name given to such gifts 

~-Ian semo 2000:49-50). 

1.5 Marriage 

The O'i ras ha culture allows early marriage practi ce. encouraging extended families . Children of the 

members of the same clan are regarded as brothers and sisters, therefore, i ntermaITiage between them 

is not all owed. Hence, sexual relati ons between same c lan members is regarded by them as incestuous. 

In D'irasha society, its members arc allowed to marry, however, anyone from the remaining eight 

c lans. The marriage is thus exogamous. The cllstom excludes matTiagc among members of the various 

c lans. 1\ D ' irasha is not to man'y a person fro m the I-laweda group, which i.l' looked UPOII as an outcast, 
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part of the clan. They are craftsmen who are cu ltura lly regarded as ' inferior', compared to those 

engaged in agriculture. There are also other groups in the society called "\\Iallot" (gravediggers) and 

koyma who are seen as 'evil-eye.' T hese are persons involved mainly in handling the dead body before 

funera l and do labor works require.d for funera l ceremony. These are al so seen as 'outcast ' group li ke 

the HalVeda. Man·iage is not also allowed with the kOYll1a for they are be li eved to harm members of 

the other groups for being 'ev i I-eyed.' Generall y, fo ur types of traditional malTiage are practiced. Most 

of these take place based on the consent of both parties. The first type of marriage is that th at takes 

place between the king's family and the 'royall y' selected pattner family . When a girl reaches the age 

of 5 or 6, the royal fami ly wi ll have a rccognizable (or a special) sti ck placed at the gate of the 

female' s fam il y. Thi s marks a request for engagcment has corne from the king's side. No one can 

di sagree in thi s case. 

So, the girl has to wait until she is old enough for the marital age, which usually fa ll s between the 

ages of 16 to 20 years. At this stage, the girl is brought to king', house carried on the shoulder of a 

person assigned by the king fami ly, and , who is accompanied by many others. She is then confined in 

a designated hut, where she is well looked after and pampered for about 4 to 6 months, before she is 

finally allowed to meet her husband. 

T he second type of marri age is one that takes place between non ··roya l fami li es, in which the ma le side 

initiatcs the process that culminates with the mutual agrcement of both families. When the response is 

positi ve, a small green branch of a tree callcd "parlna/" is sen t to make sure that the girl is willing and 

consents to marry their son. MatTi age by abduction is also '1 practice known in D'irasha soc iety . This 

takes place in one of two ways. The rirst is abduction with the prior consent of the bricIe to be. 

In this case, a message of wi llingness is acknowledged through the (paternal) aunt of the girl 

indicating that she is ready to be abductecI willingly. After that, the gi rl is taken to a relative of the boy 

where she is kept well fed for about 3-4 months to get stron g. After al l these procedures are 

completcd, she returns to her homc, ancI, gather materials (gifts) from her parents as wc ll as her 

relati ves that will help for her future li fe. T hen she goes to her husband's home. Here the fi nal 

matTiage ceremony takes place. 
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The third type is simi lar to the second type in some respects but one major difference. I-Jere, the girl is 

also abducted, but without her or her family's prior consent. After the abduction, her aunt and her 

sister visit her and ask her whether she wants to marry her abductor or not. If she is not wi lling to ' 

malTY the person, she will go back to her family with her aunt and her sister. If, on the other hand, she 

decides to stay put, she will remain there for three months, and, then after both fami li es come to an 

acceptable arrangement, the marriage ceremony takes place expeditiously. Finally, there is a type of 

marriage where a younger brother marries a deceased older brother's widow. This could be call ed be 

labe led inherited marriage. It is observable in many socia l groups. This type of marriage is known and 

common in D'irasha society. It allows a younger brother to malTY the wife of his deceased older 

brother. 

There is an important reason for the practice of thi s type of marriage. The brother marries the wife of 

the deceased brother to prevent the property of his brother from falling into the wrong hands. If the 

widow is remarri ed there is a danger that some person who ll y unconnected to either the family or the 

clan could inherit the property. Nevertheless, the older brother is not allowed to do the same when the 

younger one dies. "Dahala" is the name given to this type of mmTiage (Hansamo 2000). 

1.6 Funeral Ceremony 

As we shall see in Chapter Four, musical instruments are used in funeral ceremonies. In D ' irasha 

society, depending on the social status of the deceased indi vidua ls, related performances are held 

before and after ceremonies. When a person of high status dies, two white ostrich quills feathers are 

placed in the deceased's hair. His hair is smeared with non-melted butter. Then the body shrouded 

with a traditionally made cloth cal led "Walalet." If the hody is not of a j)'amma, the mourning lasts 

one up to three days, according to the person's role in the society. Moullling for deceased children is 

not allowed. When a child dies, it is buried right away. But, when it is for the ])'amma or his spouse, 

fla'eta, is taken away secretly to a place called ha'astie. The body is then mummified and preserved 

using traditional medicine. According to the convicti on, the body remains unburied for two months, 

watched over by a group called the wallola. There is no open demonstration of grief or weeping in the 

official mouming period. Some daily life activities are restricted during these two months. 
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When the period for butial arri ves, the wallota disappear or hide from publi c view till elders rep lace 

them and, take the body to a place call ed Ha 'esile where it is bUlied (Hansemo 2000:94-95). 

1. 7 Traditional Musical Instruments 

The D'irasha society has ten different kinds of woodwind musical instruments. These are the Lula, 

Lolala, Kassa, H(mal, Mayra, KIt/utara, Fila, Tarba, Kalaga and rhe [full/pupa . The musical 

instruments have roles in the various cultural activities the society engages in . Each instrument has its 

role played in a spec ific activity or occasions (Hansemo 2000: 104-111).Songs and dances are among 

the means through which members of D'irasha society express their feelings. The names of some o f 

the well -known traditional dances of D ' irasha society are the Walayita, Le 'OIa, Dita and 1'0110. The 

D'irasha communi ty has specific types of songs befitting different situations of daily existence, and, 

man y are associated with some cultural occas ions. The names of some of the songs employed under 

these diverse circumstances are as follows. In moments and times of joy and happiness, the song sung 

by an individual or a group is one of these: the Wasosa, the Wezerora or the Chola. One of these is the 

one fitting to the song for that moment or occasion, whi ch is determined by the singers themselves. 

The same thing applies to the choice of either the Hula, L'ha, Waga or the Pelaphe.l'ka which are 

among the songs to express SOITOW or grief, including the death of someone. There are also special 

songs performed for travelers called loca ll y as Laslzapa, loslla, Jlayesll Ho HayeslI. The songs are 

sung on the way, en route, to a long or a tiresome joul11ey. There were songs like the Hoyisa and 

Halakasha that were sung to honor the D'amma, the spiritual leader of the community. 
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I.E!? Table 2: \·oc:l bula.-y: s imilarities and differell ces with ill th e D' ira she 

Ethnic g r o ups Tran slatio n 

D'irashnl l ,-uss ul1l ~/ i\1 o$cycl Mas holcl 

d ;)ra [l't:lI I..: u sm ;) (l:l 1\10s\'on:. mn(ol ;) [I:l 
Amha ric! En gl ish 

a m a r ;) ll:l 

3ngol (t\ab 3na da'e 3nkoca 31lkota 31lC1t Mother 

Apa Apab l;:lme apa I .-Ibal Father 
I J 

Alawa c ';tI:lW,lf3nb;m3 Alaw:l a lawa I w~md lm Brothe 

A la\V! alaW!;lhnatanam;) a(;:!wca A lawta I 31131 
Siste r 

e 

n1(\11101<1 !'\I a IllJta ,\1 a IlHh.:::l Malllata 1 21..:351 Aunt 

ab Apuyata Apa Abuyal<l I .l, got Uncle 

111 Jtl3rn 311 ;1 ll1~ca Meta ['J Son 

Lalla d3 r1la /ah~m~ 3nJa Apa bal Husbali': 

haybat d3skatalak' urnata Haypaca A la mIst \V ife 

( 
kardr "ara kdo'a !.:a n 'a hod Abdom!-

011111 nnnt nnnca 111 Ill! I fn Face 

Harg Harka Harka Harka ' J Arm 

Luke! lul( w lufa lukta 3g3f Leg 

3nda ,II 3nda 3lta Ayn Eye 

S3na Sona Sin O sma ?l'3nc'a Nose 

Kab afC! Kaj}3 /13p t a of MOllth 

L~pl b p lt<l Koparo Labahta .:0rO Ear 

il 31 11 3111a 31ca ~ 13hta : "1 r5 Teeth 

pac'JI Kawsa pac'aell bac';) la ! 'J! Bear 

1 ~r1la hlJ"Clp'a hlflbo Jrp 'a k1ildb eye bro'." 

k' O'OI Halma ""o'oea halma 2ng~1 Neck 

amp A III a amp'a anp'a ;'ut Breast 
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Sura Sura sura sura wdgdb Wrisle 

bib k3lba hlp!:! k3lba g ulbdt Knee 

k '~c'aya p'JC'ayla mayra p 'ec'ayta I'at Finger 

kofma kofma korflno kofna Samba Lung 

kard3J Para kar' 3f3 para c'~guara Stomach 

J3ra t3ra Jlro bra gllbJt Live r 

dag dliJa d3ka d3ga dom Blood 

k'ol Kolata k'ola k' o la k 'oda Ski n 

k' uballlk' ;;'llbaya Ko lpaya k 'll pa~ 1;1 kolbayta t'3fr Nail 

Lafta lafta mClk'~: ~ lafta af3nt Bone 

113p'a hlp 'la l13d 3u~~' a hafta bnfdr Lip 

arab araba 3np "3re ?-rap ' Cl m3!Cls Tongue 

Hoba Jpbad hop? koba c'ama Shoe 

3ngasa k' arta onbs:: k' ana talak ' Elder 

3nJar kusta 3nJara kuslta tanaJ younger 

talmJ~t d3skota 3nkoc~ d3sbla Se t Female 

3m/d3n drJta opa d3na w;mJ Male 

3Ina'3I3k'oc" eyaJakaya 3yk' oe " J/t3na 'a 13nac'0 t3nJ S mall 

3hllma ' 3 huma'aya hUIlI :'!:a akuma"a ae'3 r Short 

3d3r ddr<!ya dJr;; fldera [Jjlm Long 

k'3mayt k'3mayta k ' 3r.~::~ taea k'3mayla J3magle old men 

k"3maytat k'3mayla k·Cl n~.::~ ta k"amayteta aroglt old women 

brdayt braya kJr;!. :- .;:a brayta.l aroge O ld 

brayteta 

aW3ft aW;;'l tya a W 3Jt! ;;l aWJtlla adls New 

Joko Taka Jo !: . . Ida and One 

lak Ink I tal1i(" lake hu la! Two 

halbat SJsa ha lp.ta sesa 50S! Three 

afdf afu r af~r afar ora! Four 

Hen con he n bnl annst F ive 

leh l;:lha bil , Jeh SJd3St S ix 
~-
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I 
Tap Tapa spa tapa sdbat Seven 

laklvat S;)I;)' j S3tet s3te'e 53m3nt Eight 

1'3nk "ot sdkall s'3nk'oca saga Ii Zdt'dj1 Nine 

hunada ku d;)n hunda kunda as3f Ten 

hunda lak hllnda l ~k l hunda tamo kunda lakl haya Twenty 

hunada halbat hudan s;)sa hunda halpata kunda sesa s;:)iasa Thirty 

hunda af3r hudan aflln hunada afdr kunda afar arb a Forty 

hunada hen hudan c:;m l hunada hen kunda k lnl hamsa Fifty 
...•. 

hunda leh hudan Idh, hunda lelll kunda leh s3dsa Sixty 

hUllada tap hudan tdpa hunda spa kunda tapa s:;)ba Seventy 

hunda !akuJet hund<!. sa te! kunda s3le'e sdrn anya Eighty 

hunada Hunada kunda saga! zdt'~na I Ninety 

1'311k'0I3 s'3nk'oca 

t'el s ' ela d3pa nl<lto Hundred 

-
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It is possi ble to observe here in the Table presented above that there are irregu larities among the fo ur 

languages in terms of similarity and di ffere nce. For instance, in the words for ' mother', ' brother " ' 

s ister' and 'aunt " the four languages show similarity with only s li ght differences. The similarities 

among the four languages continue in th e words for different body parts in these lan guages such as 

' face', ' nose ', ' teeth ' , 'waist', ' lung' and ' knee ' . There is a lso similarity in other c lass of words 

such as 'skin' and 'meat. ' The words for 'o ld " 'new', 'old man ' and 'old woman' in the four 

languages also show a great deal of similarity. The similarities can also be observed in the words for 

numbers in the four languages. It is al so suffice to see similarities of the words such as ' two ', 'four ', 

'six' and 'seven '. 

The languages also show differences. The di fference ran ge from simple sound to the whole word. For 

example, the words for 'husband' , 'wife ', ' lip ' , ' elder' and ' hundred ' show complete difference. 

However, due to the irregulmiti es, it is diffi cult to come up with definite order of di stribution in terms 

of both simi larity and difference. 

1.9 Statement of the problem 

The main problems relate to thi s research on traditional woodwind musical instruments of D'irasha 

society are the follo wi ng: 

1.9.1 Lack of Documentation 

No one finds a study and publi shed material , specifically. on the woodwi nd musica l instruments of 

thi s community. The D ' irasha like the other cultures of the country are in rapid changes. The cultures 

are changing, so are the musical instruments and their uses . Therefore, carrying out research on this 

c ritical issue and document the resu lts features as one of the most important reasons for my thesis. 

1.9.2 The impor tance of familiarizing the musical instruments fo r music development in the 

country. 

These musical instruments are unknown outside ]) 'i rashe. in the other parts of our country. Their use 

has been limited only to the ]) 'irasha society. They are not recogn ized in other parts of the country. 
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They are not used in the media like Kirar or Masinko as part of Ethiopian traditional musical 

instruments. The instruments are not categorized. They are not classified into groups. The type of the 

basie musical tones each produces is not identified and recogni zed yet. In order to standardi ze them, 

the task requires one to put a set of rules on how each of the instruments is made. 

Therefore, one can get the best quality of tones from them . This goes further into the way each is made 

as we ll as the propOltion of each structural part. This means getting the right ratio of length to width 

of each part separatel y; and there are musical instruments that are made in varying sizes --- from large 

to sma ll --- and yet considered as a single set of instruments, and, used as a single instrument. 

Identifying in the relative size of every instrument produces the best combination is important to 

establi sh standards. Therefore, the problems related to the absence of exposure to the wider Ethiopian 

public becomes one of the driving forces to do research on the cultural instruments. Ethi opia can tap 

its diverse traditional music for its development. In fact much work is needed to enable the instruments 

develop into the pool of Ethi opian traditional musical instruments which are endangered due to 

extell1al influences. Therefore, the problem served as one of the motivating factors for the research 

undertaken. 

1.9.3 Lack of documentation on Ethiopian musical instruments. 

Research like this has been the fundamental tool for all developments ever achieved by man . All the 

modern and sophi sticated equipments we have today are results of long and sustained research and 

documentation contributed by earlier researchers and scholars diffi cu lt to count. Any system or 

equipment starting from the simple up to the most complex one is never without some attendant 

problems of its own, but it will find its own remedy too. Research and documentation serves as a 

means or bridge to fill the gap in the prevailing problems Seen from this perspective, the research and 

documentation attempted may have substantive contribution to future research the ficld of music, 

culture and documentation purposes in the country. Therefore, the prob lem has led me to investigate 

into the D'irasha traditional musical instrumen ts that can contribute for the development of music in 

the country. 
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1.10 Research Questions 

The central question concentrates on revealing and identiFying the values of the traditional musIc in 

D'irasha society. Important speciFic questions seeking for answer in the process of the whole 

undeltaking are the Follows: 

1) What are the types of the D'irasha traditional musical instruments? 

2) What are the values of the musical instruments in the secular and spiritual lives of D'irasha 

soc iety? 

3) What motives are connected with the wood wind musical instruments concerned? 

4) Is there any mythic story related to the woodwind musical instruments? 

5) Who makes the instruments? What types of materials are used in the process of making the 
musical instruments? 

6) What roles do age, gender, and social status play in the performance of the musical instruments 

in D'irashay? 

7) Does a wood wind instrument have any connection with the belief syst" m of the society? 

8) How woodwind musical instruments context of use in ritual and non-ritual ceremonies 111 

D'irasha society? Which kind of woodwind musical instrument is performed in ritual and non

ritual ceremony in the soc iety? 

9) Is woodwind musical instruments integratcd in to performances and accompany with song in 
D'irasha society? 

10) Is there a formal method of instruction in the culture and is there a system of notation and scale 

in D'irasha society? 

1.11 Objectives 

In order to answer the research question formulated above it becomes imperative to achieve the 

following research objectives. . 

1.11.1 Main objectives 

The main objective of the research is to study and document the traditional musical instruments of 

D'irasha soc iety chicfly by categorizing the types and identifying their values and characteristics. 
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1.11.2 Specinc Objectives. 

The specinc objectives include to: 

1. CategOlize the D'irasha musical instruments. 

2. Identify, di scover and describe the exact nature of woodwind musical instruments of the 

D ' irasha musical instl'llments. 

3. Analyze and interpret the linguistic and cultural values and characteristics of the musical 

instl'llments within their performance contexts. 

4. Document the types, va lues and nature of the woodwind instruments of D' irasha society. 

1.12 Signilicancc of the study 

As hoped from the beginning, the end result of the study brings in the following contributions to 

academic research and knowledge, the society studied and also to practitioners in the fields of 

documentation, music, and culture in general. 

First, thc results can create awareness among the academic circle and the public about the values and 

the endangerment of the traditional musical instruments of the D'irasha in palticular and of other 

societies in the country in general. 

Secondly, the results show the urgency of doing selious research and documentation on Ethiopian 

traditional musical in3tl'llments from different perspectives and the need to device a long- lasting 

strategy for future development and utili zation of the traditional cultural resources. 

Thirdly, the documentation and dissemination of the outcomes serve in introducing the cu lture and 

preserving their traditional musical instruments. 

Foulthly, the research is original and new. Therefore, the resu lts have great contributions in inciting 

researchers and professional s to do fUlther research, especially, in ethnomusicology as related to 

documentary lingui stics and cu lture in the country at large. 

1.13 Research methods 

The research methods are designed in response to the research questions and objectives sought to 

achieve bui lt upon origina l data collected from field. The methods employed are observations, 
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interviews and focus di scussions in the main. A comparative approach to the languages within 

D ' irashe is also used for the purpose of showing lingui stic similarity and difference. 

1.13.1 Observation 

Observations are chosen for the purposes of describing and understanding the performances of the 

wood-wind instruments within the cultural contexts. Although there are two important types of 

observation techniques for I am stranger to the cultures and non-speaker of the languages of the 

society as importantly advised by Kenneth s. Goldstein (1964: 77- 80). I used non-participant 

observation. Thus, as a non-participant observer, the researcher have made many advantages in 

collecting data through critical li stening focusing on the rhythms, melodies, beats, etc. produced by 

each traditional instrument as well as by making critical observation aiming ~l t differentiating the type 

of the musica l instruments based on forms and values. Generally, the technique has helped me to have 

a good understanding of the needed data on the performers' sk ill s, capacities and competences on the 

one side, and the reflections of the audiences on the other. FU11hermore, the method allowed me 

obtaining data related to social status, roles or gender, name, within the performance settings, 

relationship between members of the society, and so on. 

1.13.2 Interviews: 

The other most important method cmployed for the study is Interview techr. ique. Interview method 

gives accesses to collect data from the people's own point of views. It is important to understand of 

what the informant knows about the traditional instruments and be li eves she/he has. Generally, it 

supplies data from the insiders' knowledge, inner most feelings and meanings about the spiritual, 

artistic and socia l values the instruments have and the creativity and capacity of the performers 

Therefore, in the process, I conducted the V31ious techniques of interview methods such as direct and 

indirect interviews reflexively to the actual si tuations. The other important method used for collecting 

data has been focLis groups di scuss ions conducted involved by carefully :,elected informants. The 

purpose of the method was to authenticate data collected from field by means of verifying, validating 

and cross-checking information co llected through observations and interviews. In all the cases, the 

data was recorded using audio-video recorders and field notes. 
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2. Chapter Two: Review related literature and Key conceptual terms 

This section deals with some theoretical views of the common characteristics of traditional musical 

instruments, ethnomusicology and literature on experience of Japan and China who have used their 

cultural instruments for development. 

2.1 Studies on Ethiopian music. 

Many authors, such as, Powne (1968), Ullendorffn (1967) and Woube Kassaye(l994) have pointed out 

that studies on Ethiopian music has been very limited though the field remains immense. It is obvious 

that Ethiopian music has not been able to receive the attention of scholars compared with the music of 

Asian and even other African peoples. The aforementioned scholars agree that Ethiopia music awaits 

thorough investi gation. There have been, however, some effOlts made to study Ethiopian music since 

19th c. The early efforts made by Villoteau (1809) and Mondon Vidaillet (1892) can be mentioned. 

They were mainly focused on church music. 

The other major study on Ethiopian music was made by Michael Powne (1966). This study was 

limited to Amharic music. Later in 1970' Lortat-Jacob broke the Amharic-dominated studied of 

( previous tradition by making short field work on J)orze music. 

The other researcher Woube Kassaye ( 1994, 2005) reveals that there has been lack of thorough 

investigation on Ethiopia music. This is mainly because, according to Woube (1994), of lack of 

required skill s, published al1icles and dissertation. 

There have been two major music research projects in Ethiopia that are worth mentioning. These are 

the French embassy sponsored project (1999-2003) and the UNESCO/ Norwegian Funds-in-Frust 

(2004-2009) . The French embassy project marked the beginning of systematic research into Ethiopian 

music. It started its projects by studying traditional music of Benishangul and rigray. 

The second project UNESCO/ Norwegian Funds-in -Trust has made its goals to identify, document and 

make inventory of music; to train and enhance local capacities; and to promote and protect Ethiopian's 

cultural diversity (including music). 
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2.1.1 Classification of traditional musical instruments 

According to classification of traditional musical instruments are documented description existed in 

Ethiopia such as Membranophones, Idiophones, Aerophones and stling types are exhibited. such as 

Panpies(Gau), 

Trumpet(Hoora) ,Flute ( Embilta), Trumpe.( Tchachaze), Horn( Sidamo), Horn (Wall aga), Horn( 

Huldudwa) . However, concern ing my research among documented Aerophones, D ' irasha wood wind 

musical instruments are not included. 

Collection of the Ethiopian musum of the institute of Ethiopi an studies. 1999- musical instruments of 

Ethiopia.The traditiona l musical instruments documented by Tesfaye lemma (1975) Harp , Kerar, A 

Gambellan Kerar, Dita, Mesenko, Washent, Eimbilta, Meleket, Porerisa, Dinkey, Hoora, Huldudwa, 

Chechazey and Fanfa( Pan Pipe). Among these traditional instruments Embilta, Washent, Meleket, 

POI·erisa, Dinkey, Hoora, Huldudwa, Chechaz lye and Fanfa(Pan Pine) are wood wi nd musical 

instruments. 

There has been li ttle documentation work on Ethiopian mus ical instruments. A lthough there are few 

documentation of musical instrumcnts made by Tesfaye lemma( 1975), the c0i1ection of the Ethiopian 

museum of institute of Ethiopian studies( 1999), there is generall y no documentation on musical 

instruments. Tesfaye lemma (1975) mentioned a musica l instruments known as ( Huldum) which I did 

not find it in the field work. The other musical instrument documented by Tesfaye lemma( 1975) was 

Fanfa. The wood wind musical instTument is common in konso and has si milarities with the D'irasha 

wood wi nd musical instrument known as Mayra. 

The difference between the Konso Fanfa and the D ' irasha Mayra is the former is made of 7 or 8 pieces 

of bamboo tied together where as the later is made wi th G pieces of bamboos t;cd together. 

I tri ed to describe D ' irasha wood wind musical instruments generall y and documentation of Fi la 

particularly. There has been no documentation of Fi la and other musical instruments of D'irasha. The 

coll ection of Ethiopian museum of the institute of Ethi opian studies documented an instrument which 

has simi larities with the D'irasha musical instrument call ed Tarba. However, this is not a specific 
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study on D ' irasha 's musica l instrument. In genera l, there is generally lack of lnorough study and 

documentation on Ethiopian musical instrument. 

2.2 Theoretical views 

2.2.1 Ethnomusicology 

According to Stone Ruta (2008: ix) Ethnomusicology has been various ly defined as the study of any 

and all of the music of the world, the study of music as cu lture, or the study of music as human 

expenence. 

Accordin g to Nettl e Broun In their briefest form , without elaboration or commentary: Those who seek

or-sought-to define ethnomusicology by material s that it contemplated here opted for one of these 

alternatives; 

I. Folk music , and music that used to be called primitive, that is, tribal, indi genous, or possibl y 

ancient music 

2. Non-western and folk music 

3. All music outside the investigator' s own culture 

4 . All music that li ves in oral tradition 

5. All music of a given loca lity 

6. The music that given population groups regards as their particular property, for example 

" black" music of the united states 

7. All contemporary music 

8. All human music 

Those focusing on type of activity might choose among the follo wing; 

I. Comparative study of musical systems and cu ltures are basically musir.ological acti vity 

2. Comprehensive analysis of the music and musica l cu lture of one society-essential ly 

anthropological 

3. The study of music , perhaps systems of signs, all activity related to lingui stics or semioti cs 

4. The study of music in or as culture, or perhaps music in its cu ltural context, with techniques 

driver from anthropology , often call ed" anthropology of music" 

5. Hi storical study of music outside the realm of western c lassical music, using approaches of 

historians, area studies specialists, and fo lklorists. 
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2.2.2 Music of Japan 

According to Ferris (2003:410), "each region of Japan has its own characteristic folk music, and 

although most Japanese now live and work in crowded cities, they continue to treasure these 

expressions of their former rural environment. After all the enormous socio-eeonomic and cultural 

transformations , it is still a common practice in Japan at dinner parties and other social gatherings 

today for people to entertain themselves and each other by singing the folk songs of Japan. He also 

says that though Japan absorbed a tich variety of music rrom other parts of Asia, early on the small 

island country had developed many styles of music distinctive to its people's culture and experience. 

Among the most distinctive Japanese sounds are those of the ancient court music, Gagaku, someti mes 

refetTed to as the oldest orchestral music in the world. Performed today much as it was nearly a 

thousand years ago, this stately, dignified music creates a unique and compelling atmosphere" 

Several kinds of instrument are associated with particular Japanese musical traditions. For example, 

the Shamisen, a long-necked instrument with three strings accompanies the stting instrument of the 

geishas and its music is also to be heard in kakuki performances (a popular music theater) . A short 

bamboo double-reed pipe called (( Hichiriki produces a strident sound particularly associated with the 

court music of Japan. Court ensembles also include the fascinating Silo, a set of seventeen bamboo 

pipes in a wind chest , whose mysterious , ethereal chords have much to do with the elegant sounds of 

Japanese cout1 music. One of the Japanese traditional musical instruments most familiar in the west is 

the kala, a zither with thirteen silk or nylon strings. A movable bridge on each string allows the player 

to readly change the tuning to one mode or another. 

The 1989 world exposition, held in commemoration of the French Revolution ,brought performing 

groups from all over the world to Paris , where they caused a great sensation among those seeking 

something new- or at least different- in the musica l arts. Europeans were particularly impressed with 

the delicate beauty of Japanese arts, which survived the brief flurry of furious populatity to exert a 

profound and lasting effect on the west. As stated by Ferris (2003: 408) 
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2.2.3 Music of China 

Ferris also provides us hi s observations made on the C hinese experiences (2003:403,404). Chinese 

and other East Asian musicians have developed an incredible number of ways in which an instrument 

can alter the quali ty of one tone- techniques clearly refl ected in the way Henry Cowell man ipulated 

piano strings. In thi s regard the traditional wind instrument cal led Sheng, a mouse organ, is said to 

represent the oldest known organ principle in the world. String instruments include the Chin , a very 

old zither that apparently originated in China and later was introduced to Japan, where it is known as 

Koto. 

The Chin was ori ginally a member of the "silk" category, but now brass as well as silk strings are 

used. Scholars were often pictured playing or li stening to the Chin, whose quiet and lyri ca l sound 

seems suited for classical music. Another very ancient string instrument is the Pipa. It is tuned in 

different ways. It has a very wide dynamic range, and can produce effects appropriate for both martial 

music and vivid pieces of a ca lm and lyri ca l nature. Ferris also shows how Chi na's traditional 

instruments were preserved. In the modern music of China orchcstras of traditional Chinese 

instruments exis t in I-long Kung, Shanghi, Be ij ing, Taipei, and elsewhere in China , each using 

different compositions of instruments sometimes includi ng western ce llos and double bases to add low 

tones unavailable in traditional instruments and soundi ng quite diffcrent from each other. He also 

included how indi vidual composers reacted towards the external cu lture (Fani s 2003: 406). Exposure 

to western music has opened new possibilities to Chinese composers, who have responded in high ly 

indi vidual ways, some composing for the western symphony orchestra while others incorporate 

western characteristics in" compositions with traditional Chinese instrumentation. Ritual music , silk

and - bamboo ensembles, folk song, and Chinese rock all have their place in china today. 

2.2.4 M usic of Africa 

Ferris (2003: 388) states that the bird bones and animal horns and tusks are popular instruments used 

in Africa. But comparing with other instruments used in Africa he statcd that wi nd instruments had 

less importance than the strings or percussion, of course without denying that wh istles flutes wcre 
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popular in many parts of Africa. Contrary to the above statements, in the D ' irasha society of E thiopia 

wind instruments seem to have more importance than string and percussion instruments. According to 

Hansemo, out of the thirteen different musical instruments used in D'irasha society ten are fou nd to be 

wind instruments. 

This indicates that D ' irasha society has been interested in using woodwind than other instruments. 

They use them in all social activities, such as in times when they go to and come from work. They 

play with diatonic scale and even with the most complex musical composition called the diminishing 

scale. 

2.3 Characteristics of Music 

Next, I like to point out some most important features characteri zing music as re lated wood-wind 

instruments. All musical instruments played by blowing air into their column are ca lled wood-wind or 

simpJy wind instruments that are made from an y material be it metal , wood, plastic or hom of animals. 

What is common to all is that the tones are produced by the vibration of the column of air inside al l 

these instruments. The player activates the vibration by blowing across a hole near one end . 

Traditional wood-wind musical instruments and the knowledge of them is also referred to as fo lk 

music . Though folk music is difficult to define, since it changes from culture to culture over time, it is 

usually considered as music that fits one or more of the fo llowing characteri sti cs (Ferris 2003: 357): 

1. Music wh ich seems to have originated spontaneous ly, or whose origins have been lost or forgotten 

2. Music expressing certain national characteristics of melody, harmony, rh ythms, and performance 

practice. 

3. Music that is transmitted ora lly rather than by notation. 

4. Music that is performed and enjoyed by general audiences and professional musici ans ali ke. 

Fenis (2003:357-358) goes on saying that folk song has long been an important source of inspiration 

to composers of art music, who have incorporated folk or fo lk like tunes in even their most seri ous 

compositions. Many songs written for eighteen-century sings-pipe were so simple and tunefu l that the 

German people consider them part of their fo lk tradition. Folk music is the name given to songs that 
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the common people created and that evolved through time, and are orally transmitted from one 

generation to the next. Music often expresses the character of ethnic and social groups. It is music of 

the people. A folk music expresses the political or re ligious beliefs of the society, tell a story or just 

provide amusement. That being so, folk music is learned by li stening rather than by reading the notes 

or words. This mode of transmission causes them to accidentally change or gradual change through 

time. While the genera l definition of "folk" music is that it is music of the "folk" or of the people. 

These people are sometimes identified as the rural or peasants of the country (Nettl and Myers 1976). 

As opposed to thi s, Rhodes (1966) sees that folk music ex ists in all classes of a society. To Park 

(1967), folk music is part of a folk culture and the culture 's lore , including its ballads and stori es is 

passes down by word of mouth from generation to generation. 

Yet another writer (Malone 1968), argues that folk music is developed in a geographically isolated 

society as means to preserve the culture of a soc iety. 

According to I-Iansemo (History of D'irasha society 2000:110) Fila was the onl y musical instruments 

found in D'irasha society that plays a diatonic , with seven distinct tones. The renowned Ethiopian 

music composer Ato Mulatu2 says that D'irasha society played diminishing scale music. Thi s type of 

scale was usuall y believed to be developed by the West Africa and Latin America. But thi s scal e has 

been around us for about more than a hundred years, specifically in the D ' irasha society. 

They have been usi ng it traditionally in their localities but the pentatonic scale has been broadl y used 

in the most parts of the country. But Ethiopia has been known broadl y for its very li mited pentatonic 

scale with four tunes namely Tizita, Bali , Ambassel, and Anchihoye whi le we could have used other 

scales wh ich have been around the country man y years ago. 

2.3.1 Scale construction: Most scales consist of seven different pitches atTanged in ascending or 

descending order with the repetition of the scale 's ton ic, or the first degree, at the octave. Scales are 

constructed and analyzed through a serious of intervals formed between each consecutive pitch. 

1. Interview conducted with Ala Mulatu Astateke:a known scholar 011 Ethiopian music. Date of interv iew: March 
2012. 
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2.3.2 Chromatic scale: Chromatic scale includes all 12 pitches contained within an octave, each 

separated by one-half steps. The chromatic sca le has no minor or major quali ty and has no real 

beginning or ending. The scale can begin on any pitch , and, as it ascends sharps should be used; flats 

should be used during descent. 

IT! ~ ,11um \ \ 
,I 1\ 11 H I 

fi g " y e 3. ? 'm of twelve half steps. 
The chromatIC sc.de. cons~. _._--------------_ ... _-

Source: Ferris (2003:35) 

2.3.3 Major scale: The 12 notes with their corresponding sharp and flats are used to build the various 

music scales. Major scale deFined using earl y Greek terminology as Ionian mode, and should 

consecuti ve whole steps, or major 2nds, between degrees 1 and 2, 2 and 3, 4 and 5, and 5 and 6, while 

half step, or minor 2nds, exist between scale degrees 3 and 4, and 7 and 8. It should be emphasized, 

however, that because there are 12 different pitches in the western system of music, a different major, 

minor, modal or synthetic hybrid scale me constructed beginning on each of the 12 diFFerent pitches. 

Each identical scalc type transposed to a different key wou ld follow the same interva lli c structure 

regardless of whi ch one of the 12 pitches served as a starting note (Lawn and Hellmer 1993:9-10). 

The major scale most commonly used in Western music- the major and minor scales- each contain five 

whole and two half steps , but the order in which the steps are arranged differs significantl y. The 

ascending pattern of steps in the major scale, probably the most familiar in Western culture, is whole, 

whole, half, whole, whole, whole, half. 

f j 9 u r ~ 3. 5 nave from C to C on the 
The white notes of thde 0 th . pattern of the major scale. 
keybo3(d correspnn to c__ .. _ ____ _ 

Source: Ferris (2003:22) 
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2.3.4 Minor scale: Every relative natural minor scale is derived from its parent re lative major scale. 

Named the Aeolian mode by the Greeks, the relative natural minor scale is derived by beginning a 

major sca le on the sixth scale rather than the root of the major scale . T he same pitches that form the 

major sca le are used to form the relative minor. The mi nor sca le, however, has been ton icized 

differently (Lawn and I-Iellmer 1993:1 1-12) . 

The ascending minor scale pattern of steps is as follows; whole, half, who le, whole, half, who le, 

who le. The most signi ficant difference between the major and minor sca le is the third step, which is a 

whole step in the major scale and a hal f step in the minor scale. 

figure 3.6 
The white notes of the octave from A to A 0 11 the 
keyboard correspond to the panern of the minor scale. 

Source: Ferri s (2003 :22) 

2.3.5 Diminished scale: The dimini shed scale, also known as the Octatonic scale, has been a popular 

choice of many jazz soloists. Numerous sequenti al patterns have been emp l oy~d by many we ll -known 

jazz artists. The scale is a useful version , and the construction is based on a serious of alternating 

whole and half steps . The reoccurring half step resolution provides four strong reso lutions within the 

scale. The intervallic sequence mandates mi xi ng sharps and flats ancl repeating a pitch with different 

accidentals. The diminishing scale can be inverted by beginning with a half step rather than a who le 

step. 
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Three different diminished scales 

¥LW~L~JLwJL 1/~Lw~OL1/2_jLwjL1/~i 
• Ii 

Inverted diminished __ 

¥i1l2]L~~~ ' /2JL_w~t'~:~jLw~nL,2:IL';~j--

Source: Lawn and Hellmer (1993:37). 

2.3.6 Pentatonic scales: Pentatonic scale has been the primary basis for melodic construction in the 

folk music of numerous African and Latin American cultures. These truncated scales, using on ly five 

notes from the traditional major scale, have also provided sourcc material for jazz composers and 

performers. Pentatonic scales became quite popular with jazz improvisers during the 1970s. 

2.3.6.1 Major pentatonic: The major pentatonic scale is derived from the major scale but avoids half 

steps. Ex tract major scale degrees 1,2,3,5 and 6 to create the major pentatonic scale. Notice that there 

are no half steps found in the major pentatonic scal e (Lawn and I·Icllmer (J.993:37). 
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G major 
o 

5 6 7 8 ~~ " 
=> 

• • 

2 3 4 

--
G major pentatonic 

____ 0 n 

Source: Lawn and Hel lmer( 1993 :37) 

2.3.6.2 Minor pentatonic: The relative minor pentatonic scale has the same relationship to its major 

form that the natural minor scale shares with the major scale . The same pitches that form a major 

pentatonic sca le also form its relative minor; however, they are atTangcd in a different order. As a 

resu lt, the scale is retonicized much in the same way that a natural minor scale redefines the tonality of 

a major sca le without actuall y changing pitches. The sixth scale degree of the major pentatonic scale 

becomes the tonic in its relative minor form . 

E minor pentatonic 

:t= -o-----=:n 
a 

<I 

Source: Lawn and Hellmer (1993: 38) 

::::c--= --
• . 1 .• • _ ..... .. 1..-1 hp 

While any five note pattern within the range of an octave may be ca ll ed a pentatonic sca le. 

9 . a half step 
fig,,,e 3. . I maybe played. stattlng 

. entaton1c sea e __ .. 
ThIS P I k keys onlY· . " __ •. --'-- ... -
higher, on b ac .. _------

.. ----- '-

Source: Ferris (2003: 25) 
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2.3.7 What is melody?: A melody is a succession of tones logically conceived to make musical sense. 

Just as words varied in sound and meaning are arranged in a particular order to form a sentence, the 

tones of melodies, varying in pitch and durati on , must be organi zed in order to be meaningful. A 

writtcn melody forms a lincar pattern on the music staff (Ferries 2003: 19). A melody is a consecuti ve 

series of pitches organized in a linear fas hion by a series of steps and leaps punctuated by occasional 

spaces, or rests. A good melody consists of mix of different notes that progress in a stepwise fashion, 

similar to the organi zation of most sa les, and in leaps of larger interva ls (Lawn and Hellmer 1993:66). 

2.3.8 Hhythm and Hhythmic variation: Rhythm is an arrangement or time in music, which organizes 

time in music, may be free and flexible, based upon the inflections of a text, (1; organi zed in to metered 

patterns. In metered music , each measures contains a pattern of strong and weak beats. The strongest 

accent normall y occurs on the first beat of the measures. To ach ive rhytmic variation, however, 

musicians sometimes place accents where they are not expected . Achiving the rh ythmic effect is ca lled 

syncopation. Rhythemic vari ation can provide interesting ways to further develop a melody. By 

di sp laing the rhythm of a given melody, vari ety is achi ved whi le maintaining melodic contun ity (Lawn 

andlIellmer 1993: 7 1) 

2.3.9 Accent: Accent is a strong sound. Accent may be achived by stress , situation , or position of a 

tone. Stressed beats. T hey occur in music variyi ng the intensity with which sounds are produced. 

Accents may be achived, or implied, in at least three ways;-by stress( striking a note harder or playing 

or singi ng it louder than adjacent tones); by duration ( holding a tonc longcr than thosc round it); or by 

position (placing a tone significantly higher or lower than others) (Ferri s 2003: IS) 
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3. Chapter Three: Description, Analysis and interpretation 

D'irasha Woodwind Musical Instruments 

Music is defi ned in vatious ways, depending on its role in a given culture and society. Music reflects 

the social, economical, cultural , political and reli gious climate in which it is conceived as well as the 

personal inclinations and artistic ideals of its creators. T he music characteri stics of one society differs 

in important respects fro m the music of anot her society. The D ' irasha music attracts attention during 

the performance of a piece. It is distingui shed by its particular rhythmic patterns, phrase structure, 

scale and other qualities which combine to form a wide variety of thcir own melodic type. The 

D'i rasha mythic stories tell about the purpose of music. They tell about the invention of musical 

instrumcnts. 

J)'irashc community has strings, percussion and woodwind musical instruments . However, woodwind 

musical instruments arc the most anc ient and, assoc iated highl y with the people's cultural activiti es are 

used in diverse soc ial events and other activities of cu ltural importance in the society. Of the blowing 

mus ical instruments , espec iall y the set known as Fila, is the most typical instrumcnt to the cul lure of 

soc iety. This instrumen t differs from other instruments in Ihat it has qualities that enable it to render 

diatonic and dimi ni shed sca le, something uncommon in othcr Ethiopian musical instruments. Ethiopia 

is known for its pentatonic scale, and, its four tunes, namely, Tizi/a, Alllbassel,AncizillOye and Bali. 

The D'irasha's Mavra is, however, an instrument found in this area with six tones. It looks like a 

harmonica .. Although the birth and development of these musica l instruments is not now known 

exactly, many people of thi s area be lieve that these instruments are indi genous, and, have been there 

from time immemorial. There are now 7 types of wind instruments in th is soc iety that I have 

ident ified. Because of its unusual features, my study and its findings focuses on that particu lar set of 

woodwind instruments call ed the Fila. T hus, before looking into this unique sct of instruments, I 

would li ke to briefly describe the o ther traditional woodwind instruments f'ir~t. 
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3.1 Loleta 

One of my key informants Alebachew3 says this wind instrument is made out of either animal horn or 

from wood. Its both ends are open with the upper part opening being wider than the lower. The width 

of the upper opening is 7.065cm and the width of the lower opening is 6cm. It is 40 cm in length. 

Traditionally, to its external parts and inner 'walls' butter or oil were thinly applied in order to make it 

supple and produce good sound quality. The lole/as are decorated on the outside with metal rings and 

skin taken from the mouthpart of a goat's head, with the beards on it. 

My informant Alebachew4 also says it requires a great deal of energy to play thi s instrument. A sick 

person cannot play it, because it taxes his power of breathing. The Loleta is played by blowing air into 

the upper opening and using a finger to close and open the hole in the lower end to create the 

necessary tones for the required melody. This instrument is played on many occasions, like when 

people are working together, during a marriage ceremony and othcr social events. However, one 

occasion when thi s musical instrument is not blown is, accompanying the dead body or at the funeral 

ceremonies of unmarried women, males and females whose age is under fifteen. Loleta is also a lead 

instrument in the Hla orchestra. 

] Ato Alebaehew Karte, age 56, lives in wo liate village, date of disc ussion January 13,201 2 
L,ook video from 02:43 to 04:43 minutes 
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Figure 1. Photo of loleta, taken January 2012. 

Figure 2. Alo Gezabegn Kitanbo, 55, Wotiete village., pla}ing loleta. photo taken in January 2012 



3.2 Hampupa 

My informant katansho s0's that Hampupa is made of a fruit plant called Hampupa by removing all 

the seeds in the pod of the fruit, through one relatively large opening. Near that opening two or three 

smaller holes are made on the side below the largest opening. The fiuit is almost the size of a lemon. 

This spherical wind instrument is played by boys and girls, most of the time while they are looking 

after their animals. They also use it as a whistle to call each other. It is 14 cm in length and 15 cm in 

width . 

Figure 3: photo of Hampupa laken in January 2001 

5 Ato katansho karso, age 32.lives in Gidole woreda( district), date of discussion January I , 201 2 
Look videu [rom 04:43 Lv 05 ... u w.i.ul! ~:' _ 



Figure 4. kj,ara kj,ora , II, Goto kebele, Playing Hampupa, Photo taken in January 2012. 

3.3 Mayra 

It is a set of six woodwind instruments tied up together in a row. They are made of 'qerkeha", a tree 

with hard trunk. These instruments are arranged by their size from the biggest to the smallest 112, 100, 

83,75, 70, 64 mill meters, respectively. Each is open only at one end. No holes are made on their sides 

either. Mayra produces six different tones. It is played by blowing it like a harmonica. One of my 

intormants Alebachew6 says, "this instrument is used when the boys are watching over the crops to 

keep away birds and other animals from ruining the crops. During this time, all the boys play only one 

melody until the end of the harvest season. However, after that period every one can play any melody 

he wants by using the Mayra. Traditionally, only boys are allowed to play this instrument. They also 

play it to express their feelings oflove to the girls." 

6 Ato Alebachew karte, age 56, lives in wolaite village, date of discussion January II , 2012 
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Figure 5. Photo of Mayra, photo taken in January 2012. 

Figure 6. Photo of Mayra , photo taken in January 2012 

Look "ideo from 05:46 to 07:45 minutes 



inform the death of the member in the society. According to my informant Ayele, Kassa is fashioned 

from a horn of a Buffalo. To blow it, in order to play with it, a hole is pierced near its end side. In 

earlier periods, this wind instrument was used only like an alarm bell, to signal the death of the 

traditional overall leader, the D'amma, to the society. Only chosen or select elders play the Kassa. In 

accordance with the belief of the society, it was blown hidden from public view. No one had to see the 

elder who is performing this duty with this wood wind instrument because it is believed that when a 

person see kassa is blown something bad sprit comes to him or her. It is a sign of bud luck.Now this 

practice is obsolete because there is no longer such a traditional a traditional leader in the society. 

Figure 8. A Tarba made of tbe horn of an OryI. photo taken in January 2012. 

Look video from 07:45 to 08:58 minute. 

3.5 Kulutata 

One of my key informants, W/ro Amarech says "Kulutata serves to call people to go to work 

together, especially to go to the farms, where uncollected crops are exposed to the birds that do 

damage to crops. Only women blow this instrument. They blow it three times early in the morning, 

8 Ato Alebachew karte, age 56, lives in wolaite village, date of discussion January 13, 20U 



and, each blow has its own special message. The first one tells the people around to prepare their 

food. " 

Figure 9. Pboto of kulutata: photo taken in January 2012. 

Look video from 08:56 to 10:33 minutes 

The second one urges them to finish their preparation and to get ready. The last one tells everyone to 

start moving to the farms. Moreover, the women used the lcuilitata to refresh themselves. This wind 

instrument is made of bamboo and has four small openings on the side. It is the same as the "Washinf' 

of the Ethiopian highlands. It is 43 cm in length. 

Figure 10. Wlro Amarech Gerigeto, 45, wolaite village, playing Kulutata, photo taken in January 2012 
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4. Chapter Four: The Fila: the Core of the Instruments in D'irasha 

Culture 

4.1 Fila 

My Key informant wit. Mezgebua8 says that "Fila was the name given to the O'amma from the Titipa 

family of the O'irasha society. He was believed to have been the founder and the first leader of the 

O'irasha society." This instrument was originally played and used by the society to express their love, 

loyalty and obedience to their leaders. At that early period this musical instrument was never used for 

any other purposes but to glorify the O'ammas. Through time moreover, the name Fila began to mean 

or to denote this traditional woodwind musical instrument. Nowadays the Fila is played during the 

performance of different rituals, at weddings and on other occasions, like group work. 

According to Alebachew,9 the Fila is also a set of 24 wind instruments that are made of bamboo, 

arranged in sequence, starting from the longest one, which is about 76 cm to the shortest that is 7cm. 

Fll!ure 11: Photo of Fila, photo taken In January 201Z. 

, Wit Mezgebua Woldeyobannes, 27, anthropologist by profession, works in Gedole Woreda (District) Cultural 
and Tourism Bureau, date of discussion January 5, 2012 
9 Ato Alebachew Karate. 56. lives in Wolaite villaoe. Date of discussion. Januarv 12. 2012. 

Look video from 10:33 to 26:25 minutes 
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They produce all the necessary and basic pitches and/or tones that would enable any composer to 

compose music in different scales. The range of scales may include diatonic, pentatonic, dimin ished, 

and others. Playing a Fila needs 24 persons. When the Fila orchestra plays, the women al so 

accompany by merely clapping and by ululatillg. Traditional performances known as le 'uta also 

accompany the Fila orchestra playing. 

4.2 Preparation of Fila: According to my key informant , only a very experienced person is able to 

prepare thi s instrument. Because the type and size of every unit of 

this instrument req ui re care in their selection from among the bamboo trees; and thi s demands a long 

time experience and know ledge of the materia l. 
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Figure 12. Measuring and cutting of Fila, photo taken in January 2012 
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The task of Fila tuning, of the whole instrument, is not to be considered apart from its construction. 

The exact length and width of each unit that is to be cut, has to match the necessary set of tones that 

are needed to play the Fila. 

There are very few people in that area equipped with the knowledge and experience developed through 

time to make this instrument. They never use the modem means of exact measurement. They usually 

check the tones by hearing, and in time of failure, they go and cut another piece for replacement. 

However, it is rarely that they make a mistake. Therefore, this would necessarily require great 

experience and knowledge to know the right size and tone in the preparation of Fila. 

After the right size of every unit for the musical instrument has been selected, and, cut from the 

bamboo trees, their ends are drilled with a red hot metal rod to make an opening that helped to tied all 

pieces. Next, each Fila is filled up with stock made from meat and is kept for one day. Finally, the 

pieces are to smoke for a few days. This helps to improve the quality, the tones and the strength of the 

Fila. It takes approximately one week to prepare a Fila set. 

Figure 13. Photo of Fila, photo taken In January 2012 
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FIRure 12. Ato Alebachew karte, 56, wolalte vlllaRe, preparing Fila, Januarv 2012 at D'irashe 

4.3 Description of Filla in length and width 

According to Ayele, the first three Fila are called Kasanita or Tontolta. It means the leading and the 

first ones. And the last four are called Fitita. Fitita means the last one. Instruments found in the middle 

are called Antantiya. It means that the medium one. The length and width of each Fila is listed in the 

table below. 
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No. Name Length Width 

1 Kasanitarrontolta 76cm 12.56 cm 

2 Kasanitaffontolta 63 cm 12.56 cm 
-

3 Kasanitarrontolta 59cm 12.56 cm 

4 AntantiyaiTontol ya 54cm 12.56 cm 

5 Antantiyaffontol ya 50cm 12.56clll 

6 AntantiyaiTontol ya 48 cm 9.616 cm 

7 Antantiyafrontolya 44 Clll 7.065 cm 

8 AntantiyaiTontol ya 40 Clll 7.065 Clll 

9 Antanti yaiTontolya 36 Clll 4 .906 em 
--

10 AntantiyaiTontolya 33 cm 4.906 cm 

11 AntantiyaiTonto l ya 29 Clll 4.152 Clll 

12 AntantiyaiTontolya 27 Clll 4.152cm 

13 Antanti yaiTontolya 26 CIll 3.76 cm 

14 Antanti ya/Tontolya 23 CIll 3.76 CIll 

15 Antantiyafrontolya 22 cm 3.76 CIll 
---------

16 AntantiyaiTontolya 19 CIll 3.466 CIll 
-

17 Antanti yaiTontol ya 18 cm 0.785 cm 

18 AntantiyaiTontolya 16 cm 0.0078 cm 

19 AntantiyaiTontol ya 15 cm 0.785 cm 

20 AntantiyaiTontol ya 12 Clll 1.1304 cm 

21 Fitita 11 cm 0.949 em 
- -

22 Fitita 9cm 0.785 cm 

23 Fitita 8cm 0.785 cm 

24 Fitita 7cm 0.785 cm 
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Music is essential to nearly every kind of experience in D'irashe, where it accompanies dance, and 

perfOlmances. From the elements of music, melody and rhythm are predominant in the music of 

D'irashe. 

4.4 Melody: - the melodic lines are based on the notes of the HI major sca le. The melodic lines are 

long predominantly stepwise and confined within a modest range of pitches . The main melody begins 

with very softly and within a nan·ow range, extending to higher pitches as the sound continues, and 

wi th the end elaborately ornamented. The melody is built on a diatonic sca le and on an ascending 

patter of tones. That is long melody phrases and is based on 7 notes sca le. There are harmonic 

progressions in the melody. 
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Nota of the melody is below. 
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4.5 Rhythm; - the time signature of the melody is % time that is a quarter note in a bar and triple 

meter (three beats to the measures) with irregularities in the alteration of strong and weak beats. There 

are rh ythmic variations in which any accented notes occur between beats . There are variations of 

syncopated rhythm. 

or there is a great deal of syncopation in because most ph rases end in an oftbeat. 
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Rhythm of the melody is below, 
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4.6 Indigenous method of Instruction 

According to my informant Mezgebua 10, there is no organized body or institution that teaches music 

and musical instruments in a formal way. Therefore, in D'irashe anyone who has the urge to acquire 

the skill of anyone of the musical instruments of the society takes the initiative and has to acquire it 

informally from the elders, who already have it. However, since there are a great many people who 

can play one or more than one musical instruments in almost everywhere in the society, one can learn 

music easily in the informal way. It does not coast a penny to learn music in this society though it is 

informally. 

Figure 13. Children tried to play Fila, photo taken In January 2012. 

10 Win Mezgebua Woldeyohannes, age 27, anthropologist by profession, works in Gidole woreda( district) 
cultural and tourism bureau, date of discussion January 7, 2012 
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figure 14. hasamo, 5, woIalte village, playl", Ria, photo taken In January 2012. 
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4.7 The Meaning of music: A D'irasha perspective 

In D'irasha society, as indeed in any other, music is one of the major manifestations of its culture; and 

it plays intimate roles in the society's diverse social activities. Depending on the condition and the 

purpose, it can be played at home or any place but most of the time music is played in this society for a 

specific purpose. 

Figure J5. Fila performance on Eplphany,photo taken in January 2012. 

It could be for religious, economic, political and other social values. For instance, in D'irashe it is a 

common practice to see people using music as a tool or catalyst to integrate and intensify their eifort 
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when they are working together on the farmland during the rainy season. This means that music has 

had its own contribution in creating a strong unity and cooperation among the people. Wind 

instruments specifically the Mayra, and Hampupa are used by the young people as a tool of 

communication to call each other and go to work. Other types of wind instruments (Tarba, Loleta and 

Kassa) are also used in this society for various purposes. Some ofthe instruments play roles at funeral 

ceremonies to express their intense sympathy. In weddings for instance, the Fila and Loleta playa part 

in the ceremony to express good wishes for the future life of the couples. 

Figure 16. Fila performance on Epiphany, Photo taken In January 2012 
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Figure 17. Traditional performance called le'uta that Is performed after Filo Is played, photo taken in January 
2012. 

4.8 Use and function of Music among D'il"aiiiIa 

In the history of the D'irasha society music and musical instruments have been used for different 

p!l!"p0ses a!ld objectives. They are played on all the different social occasions, ceremonies and in social 

"vents such as holydays, wedding and funeral ceremonies and in other daily life activities. Generally, 

music in this society is employed as a means to help solve problems that occur during the Society's 

social, political, economic and religious activities or interactions. Of course, like in many human 
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musical instruments serve is in the role they pl ay concerning work, in calling people to go to work, 

and, in encouraging and urging greater e ffort while they are at it. In D ' irashe, as a practice, people 

work in groups, specially to harvest their crops or to remo ve the weeds from their farms; they use folk 

songs and musie as an instrument to he lp them integrate their efforts and to moti vate themselves and 

others to work harder. 

Similarly, when people are traveling a long di stance together, the y use music as an accelerating 

device in their journey; and, to encourage those who are slack or show fati gue to persevere to reach 

home early, or arri ve at their destination on time. 

Mayra and kulutata are al so played at the farm by boys and girl s, while they are watching over the 

crops before the mowing. In addition , kulu{ata is blown by women in the morning, as a wakeup call 

and to make the people get ready for work . The other purpose of music used in D'irasha soc iety is to 

express their son'ow and sympathy. They use their traditional musical instruments ca lled Lolata, kassa 

and Tarba and a drum call ed Timba together with their folk songs, Hola, Pelapesheka, Uha and Waga 

to accompany the body in the funeral ceremony. The songs that arc sung on the occasi on re nect the 

age and the soc ial status of the person who has di ed. For instance, when an old and ri ch person, who 

has a large famil y, and who is respected by the community di es Pelapesheka is sung. Hola is sung 

during the burial of the body o f deceased men. The hola is not to be sung, when the burial is that of a 

body of a deceased woman . The Tarba is played to announce the death of an y person as well as 

during the funeral procession o f any person. Loleta, on the other hand, is pl ayed onl y for the funeral of 

a man, who is over fift een years, and, for married women . However, the traditional wind instrument, 

Kassa, was played only on the death of the leader ca lled I) ' umma. Fila, Kirar and Drum are the 

common musical instruments that are played with the traditional folk songs, TolIa, in marri age 

ceremonies. The Fila is of all D ' irasha wood wind instruments, the most common and the best loved 

by the society, and, it demands great skill to play. Without Fila maJTiage seems to be unthin kable 

among the D ' irasha community. 
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4.9 Gender aspect of the instruments 

My key informant Alebachew says that there is no standard like age and soc ial status for playing any 

of the musical instruments in this society. Nevertheless, there are some musical instruments in thi s 

society that are gender specific. For instance, the Mayra is allowed for men only. In contrast to the 

Mayra, the traditional wind instrument, Kulu/ala, is played only by women . According to my 

informant Ayele, the reason behind this gender difference in playing Kulutata and Mayra might be, 

because traditionally young mcn play Mayra to express their love to the girls and in this society; it is 

believed that the question of marriage is to come from the young men first. The Mayra is associated 

with this. There is also a believe that girls are not a ll owed to play Mayra because the traditional drink 

called pareshut is going to be bad if she played Mayra .. This is the reason why girls are not allowed to 

play the Mayra. 

On the other hand, girls play Kulutata to tell the people in the morning to get the people ready to work 

after they have finished preparing their food. It is women, who prepare food for the family , as a matter 

of custom. 

This might be the reason that boys do not use Ku lutatu. And it is believed in the society that kulutata 

accompany with poems and in the society only girls are allowed to produce poems. In addition , one of 

the criteria that girls selected for marriage is by their knowledge of poems. 

When women blow the kulutata, they usually wear jewelry made from bronze that produces a kind of 

beat by their legs , in harmony with the sound of the instrument. This might be the other reason why 

kulutata is played only by girls. As a custom, men did not adorn themselves with jewelry, on their 

II legs. 

I J Ala Ayclc. age 60, lives in wolialc village, date of discussion January 16,201 2 
Ato Alcbachcw karle, age 56, li ves in woliCIC village. date of discussion 16,2012 
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The other instrument called Loleta requires a great energy to play and women are not usually seen to 

play it in public. In D'irashe unmarried women and children are buried away from the place where 

men are buried. Because they believe that something bad would happen if they are buricd in the same 

place with men and loleta are blown for them . Tn the case of Fila men and women can play it together. 

The first three or four largest parts of Fila require powerful lungs to blow. Therefore, women and aged 

men are not usuall y seen to play it. These parts of the instrument are mostly played by young men who 

have the great power to do so. 
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Figure 18. FiJJJ performance. photo taken in January 2012 

Figure 19. FiJJJ performance, Photo taken in January 2012 
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Figure 20. Fila performance. pboto taken in January 20U 

According to my informant Alebachew. Before the introduction of Christianity, they had had their 

own system of belief called D'amma. Then, the Fila was the prominent woodwind instrument used for 

honoring the D'amma system. However, the introduction of Christianity has brought a fundamental 

change in the system of beliefs of the society. As a result, most members of the societies have almost 

totally stopped using Fila and the other musical instruments for these purposes. 

Other factor that has been affecting the development of the traditional instruments in this society is the 

influence of globalization. Nowadays most members of the younger generation use mobile apparatuses 

l and other modern gadgets loaded with almost all songs from the western music industry, for 

entertainment. Therefore, there is a tendency on the part ofthe youth, the future of this society, to look 

down upon his/her own indigenous musical instruments and the culture generally. 
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5. Chapter Five: I~'indings and Conclusions 

5.1 Summary 

The main purposes of thi s thesis have been to study and document the types, and va lues of D' irasha 

traditional woodwind musical instruments , the ways they are prepared, their connections wi th status 

and gender, etc. from the perspectives of documentary lingui stics and culture. Thus , in the process, the 

types of the D'irasha musical instruments, their secular and spiritual values they have in the culture, 

the ways how they are made and performed, their roles in different occasions ... have been 

demonstrated in the sllccessive chapters and series of sections. Particularly, Chapters Three and Four 

have exerted efforts to the classification, identification , description , analysis and interpretation of the 

traditional musical instruments undertaken , so as a result, their values, characteri stics, types and rol es 

have been di scussed to a large extent. 

5.2 Findings 

1. As I identificd, D ' irasha has 6 types of wind instruments. These are locall y call ed: 

a. loleta 

b. mayra 

c. hampupa 

d. kulutata 

e. tarba 

f. fil a 

2. The real native or indigenous D ' irasha musical instruments are the wind instruments. The 

percussion and the string instruments appear to be later improvised . 

3. Of all these traditional woodwind musical instruments, Fila stands as the most important one to 

D'irasha culture for the following reasons: 

a. Fila is symbolic . It designated with named given to the D 'amma from thc 'fitipa 

fam il y of the D'irasha soc icty. According to tradition , D 'amma is the fo unding 

ancestor of a ll er and the D ' irasha soc iety. 
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b. Fila was played and used originally to express their inner most fcclin gs: love, 

loyalty and obedience to their founding Father. At its initial use, instrument was not 

used for any other purpose except for the glOlification of the D'amma. 

c. Nowadays, Fila is played at ritual performances and on ceremonies such as 

weddings and other occasions including group work. 

d. . Traditional instruments with symbolic values and unique characteristics is in this 

soc iety that I have identiFied. 

e. Fila is a set of 24 wind instruments that are made of bamboo, alTanged in sequence, 

starting from the longest one. 

4. This wind instrument produces a diatonic scale. The Fila is played in a group i.e. 24 

people needed for playing Fila. It gives the semblance of the deve loped musical world an 

orchestra. 

5. The other most interesting findin gs relate to the instruments called Mayra and Hampupa. 

The musical tones produced by Mayra, produces go beyond the Pentatonic scale. It 

produces six tones . Thi s puts into question the traditional view, uni versa lly believed, that 

al l the music produced in Ethiopia is on the pentatonic scale. 

6. The general characteri stics of melody produced by fi la are identi fied . These arc: 

a) Origin: - traditional (folk) 

b) Key: - Ftl major. The key signature of the melody is F sharp major scalc, there are 

accidenta ls to the F sharp scale, and it gives diatonic harmc,lY. 

c) Meter:· triple 

d) Melodic type: - diatonic 

e) Tempo: - moderately fast 

f) Pitch: - ascending scale patterns 

g) Harmony: - diatonic harmony 

In conclusion , the findings wil l have greater implications for further academic research in the 

field especially in ethno-musi cology and documentation of the dive rsified traditiona l musical 

instruments of country. The Findings give inspirations to rcsearchers. The results wil l also 

contribute to the devclopment of Ethiopian music and musical instruments . 
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5.4 Annex 

Interview questions 

Is there an historical (ora l nan·ative) about Wind instruments in D'irasha society? 

What types of tools are required to make wind instruments? Are there other material s besides wood 

that are in use to make wind instruments? 

Are there any criteria for playing musical instruments in the society? 

What are the uses or purposes of, or occasions for using Wind musical instruments? 

What are the differences and similarities between the different wind musical instruments? 

Why are, in some events, no instruments used? 

What is the relationship between the musical instrument and the belief system? 

When does one stalt to play musical instruments, and, when has one to desist to playing it? 

How is the problem of those musical instruments made of wild animal horn handled, when and if the 

wi ld animals are not there? 

Do you kill animals for the sake of getting its horn? 

What types of musical instruments do you know? 

What kind of musical instruments do you play? 

What measLlling instrument do you use to detelmine the length and width of each of the instruments? 

Is there any institution that teaches how to make and play Fi la? 

How does one play the Fi la? 

How many people are required to playa Fila set? 

Does Fila playing require other instruments, folk songs and performances to accompany it? 

How many melodies do you play using the Fi la? 

How many of you know how to make a Fila? 

What kinds of materials are required to make the Fila? 

How is a Fi la constructed? 

Who taught you, and, how did you learn it? 

How many years did you prepare Fila? 

How many sets of Fi la have you made up to now? 
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How do you differenti ate the right sequence of each sound? 

Is there any difference from one set of Fila to another when you make them? 

Do they give the same sounds every time you make each set of the Fila? 

How is your inclination now to using and playing it? 

How did you manage to preserve the Fi la and its tradition through generations to today? 
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